Simplifying Workforce Management

On The Clock
An Overview of FLSA &
Overtime Pay

Summary
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) establishes many labor-related regulations including calculating
overtime pay, maintaining accurate records and qualifying employees as exempt from FLSA provierrors and potentially costly lawsuits. Three typical FLSA claims involve overtime inaccuracies, including classifying non-exempt workers as exempt, failing to track all job-related work hours and incorrectly calculating overtime pay rates. Businesses looking to protect themselves from these mistakes
hours and precisely calculate overtime rates.
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FLSA & Overtime
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) contains provisions for minimum wage, overtime pay, recordkeeping, and youth employment standards for workers employed in the private sector or by federal,
state, and local governments.1 The U.S. Department of Labor estimates that 130 million Americans
are covered under FLSA.2

FLSA’s Overtime Provisions
ring period of 168 hours (seven consecutive 24-hour periods). The workweek does not need to coincide with the calendar (that is, start on a Sunday and end on a Saturday), and different workweeks
can be established for different groups of workers.3

Overtime Pay
FLSA does not limit the total number of hours an employee (over the age of 16) may work in a single
workweek. However, when a non-exempt employee’s time exceeds 40 hours, the employer must pay
a “premium” hourly rate of one-and-a-half times a worker’s regular pay rate and must be equivalent to
(or exceed) minimum wage. (As of July 24, 2009, minimum wage is currently $7.25 per hour with the
exception of youths under age 20 and tipped employees.)4

Who Is Covered?
The FLSA provides for two types of coverage: enterprise and individual.
Enterprise coverage is extended to employees who work for FLSA-covered businesses or organizations. Businesses or organizations qualify for FLSA coverage if they either (1) have at least two employees and an annual dollar volume of sales or business totaling at least $500,000, or (2) operate
as schools or preschools, hospitals or businesses providing medical or nursing care to residents, or
government agencies.5
Individual coverage is provided to employees whose responsibilities include engaging in business
transactions between states (known as “interstate commerce”) and domestic service workers (e.g.,
cooks, housekeepers and full-time childcare providers).

Who Is Exempt?
The FLSA has an extensive list of exempt workers, that is, workers that do not fall under FLSA provisions. These are organized into three categories: (1) workers exempt from overtime pay and minimum wage requirements, (2) employees exempt from overtime pay only, and (3) employees partially
exempt from overtime pay.6 Exemptions can range from amusement park employees, railroad workers and executives to movie theater employees, farmworkers and news editors of non-metropolitan
broadcasting stations.7
8
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Recordkeeping Rules
nonexempt workers including workweek, hours and earnings. To learn more about FLSA’s recordkeeping mandates, see Time Data Systems’ white paper, Trustworthy Timekeeping: How to Select a
Litigation-Resistant Timekeeping System at www.timedatasys.com.

Overtime Lawsuits
a complaint if they feel employers have infringed on their FLSA rights. More and more, employees
partnership between the WHD and the American Bar Association that refers complainants to private
litigators.9

especially when dealing with overtime. Three examples of typical overtime claims include:
1. Employers who mistakenly assume workers are exempt from FLSA provisions.
2. Employers who fail to track off-the-clock hours for job-related duties.
3. Employers who incorrectly calculate overtime pay rates.10

expensive lawsuits.

Combating Overtime Claims with Timekeeping
So, how can employers address overtime issues before they become a problem? By employing a
customized, accurate timekeeping system.
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Today, many companies take advantage of timekeeping systems to manage employee hours, pay,
cation, encourage tracking of all work hours and precisely calculate overtime rates automatically.

regularly updated employment records. A timekeeping system captures this information in a centralized, easily accessible database and allow for regular updates so managers can stay on top of classi-

Encouraging Work Hour Tracking
The easier and more convenient the timekeeping system is, the more likely an employee correctly reports their hours--especially overtime. Ideally, the time system provides employees with “self-service”
so they can directly input their hours and note changes in their schedule through an individualized
dashboard. Location-independent systems (such as cloud-hosted systems) make it easier for traveling employees to report time regardless of where they are. 24/7 access means employees can submit
job-related time around the clock instead of waiting until the system is available.
Advances in time clock technology also facilitate more accurate time reporting. For instance,
HTTP-enabled time clocks communicate securely over the Internet, recording work times and transactions directly to the system server with no additional software required. Biometric time clocks identiin overtime fraud. Additionally, time clocks with messaging functionality allow managers to communicate information to employees through the clock itself.

Automate Overtime Calculations
Overtime calculations can be complex, giving an employer plenty of opportunities for inadvertent
errors. Because rates may vary by department, team or work group, using a timekeeping system with
customized pay rule setup ensures accurate records and payroll.
Blended rates are the biggest challenge to accurate overtime. If an employee works two different jobs
with two different pay rates, a blended rate that combines the two in a “weighted average rate” must
must be calculated by totaling the earnings from all rates of pay and dividing them by the total number
of hours worked at all jobs.)14
avoid inaccuracies that lead to litigation.

Error-Free Overtime
The FLSA delineates a number of overtime regulations, including calculating overtime rates and delowing these rules falls squarely on the employer. Because overtime continues to be one of the most
error-prone provisions of the FLSA, inaccuracies, inconsistencies and incorrect assumptions can land
any employer in court. Relying on a timekeeping system to manage employee exemption status, track
all worked hours and automate overtime calculations keeps workers’ costly FLSA claims at bay.
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